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In South Africa, unemployment is perceived as a major social, economic and political concern. The unemployment rate in 2004 was 41% (McCord 2017, p-565). Amid chronic mass unemployment and unemployment, South Africa has established the Extended Public Works Program (EPWP) to provide labor opportunities and income support to the poor and unemployed. EPWP
has successfully created large numbers of jobs since 2004 through Phases 1 and 2. Governments and state-owned enterprises use EPWP to create job opportunities through the providing of public infrastructure and socially useful services. The project will focus on youth, women and disabled people's participation and will target working age. EPWP Phase 3 (2014-2019) aims to
create 6 million labor opportunities and a budget of approximately US$11.4 billion by 2019. Public Works Program The pros and cons of the Public Works Program (PPW) have become a popular means in many developing and middle-income countries to provide social safety nets in the event of a shock such as natural disasters or economic crises. They are designed to create
short-term employment to cope with seasonal unemployment. PPW is the subject of some criticism. According to DFAT (2017), for a variety of reasons, traditional public works projects are a non-optimal long-term social protection response to chronic poverty, and such programs themselves do not provide sustainable employment. According to McAd (2012), PWP involves the
creation or repair of assets, usually ponds, irrigation systems or rural access roads. Depending on the relevance of the selected assets and the quality of their implementation, these have the potential to increase the productivity of households, regions, regions, and even nations. (...) To date, there is little evidence that asset creation through public works has had a significant or
sustained impact on productivity and growth in general. South Africa EPWP: South Africa's EPWP innovations and challenges were designed with several innovations to address the above limitations, including the ambition to equip participants with skills so they can enter the labour market after terminating short-term employment with EPWP. Key innovations: EPWP is distributed
across four productive sectors: infrastructure, non-national and community work programs, environment and culture, and social sectors: the infrastructure sector includes the construction and rehabilitation and maintenance of rural and small amounts of roads, schools and clinics. Non-state and community work programs try to match community needs with available labor in projects
such as community gardens, support services to early childhood development centers, and support for schools. Environmental and cultural sector projects create job opportunities in sustainable land-based living, waste management, parks and coastal areasSustainable energy and tourism. Research in the social sector focuses on social services such as education, nutrition and
safety. A total of 688,829 job opportunities were created in these areas in 2017. 32% were infrastructure, 20% environmental and cultural, 20% social, 8% non-state and 20% community work. Epwp has found new ways to implement experimental approaches to absorbing labour, stimulating jobs across sectors and creating additional jobs. This was done, in part, by manicing all
ministries to create additional employment by absorbing surplus labor in programs to promote labor intensification and address a range of social challenges (McCord, 2017). In this way, the responsibility for absorbing surplus labor has diversified throughout the government. Incentive grants will be available to encourage ministries to contribute to epwp goals. EPWP is unique in
providing temporary work in home and community-based care. Caregivers also receive training during their employment to allow them to find work after they finish the program. This initiative represents a recognition of the care we provide to service as a paid job. The integration of EPWP and skills development training is a remarkable innovation, but its success is limited. In the
early stages, the offer of such training was mandatory for the implementation body. Later, this requirement was dropped for the reasons described in the Issues section below. EPWP has been successful in many of the above ways. However, the program also faces challenges that undermine social protection functions. Some of these challenges are recognized and addressed by
the program. Key challenges: In the early stages of EPWP, we combined skills development training with short-term employment. The expectation was that participants would finish with a higher level of skill and find a job in the market. However, epwp's training components are not enough to lead to higher skill acquisition (McCord, 2017). As a result, many participants return to
unemployment when they exit the program. In addition, EPWP is a supply-driven program. The size of the program is determined by its ability to create opportunities, not demand. Therefore, we cannot provide employment opportunities for all unemployed people who need to work (EPRI, 2015). The requirements for skills development training have createed additional burdens and
undermined implementation for ministries that were already struggling to meet their core obligations. In addition, the relevant ministries faced a lack of administrative capacity to provide training when the program was implemented. Therefore, in the third phase of epwp, we removed training as a formal requirement for implementation and lifted training and skills development from
epwp employment. Focus on performance on the jobThe targets of the implementation ministries promoted incentives to create EPWP jobs and, as a result, replaced workers displaced from existing formal jobs with EPWP workers. Renaming existing jobs as EPWP jobs and reclassifiing voluntary workers receiving submarket rate benefits as EPWP employees does not necessarily
contribute to additional employment (McCord, 2017). Epwp employees can be seen as alternative workers with inferior terms and conditions (not complying with employment conditions), but the creation of a two-tier labour market is a problem and there is also a risk of deterioration in the services provided (Philip, Conclusion in 2017 EPWP has tried to address the common
limitations of PMP by implementing innovative methods and approaches, and has been a great success. This includes creating large short-term jobs, diversifying employment in various sectors, creating incentives and formal obligations for various ministries to share responsibilities, and creating jobs in social services such as early childhood education and nursing care. Still, the
EPWP shows that PWP alone cannot solve structural unemployment in the state and needs to be complemented by economic development policies and long-term measures such as education reform (ILO, 2018). Author: Are you interested in the topic of linking social protection to employment more broadly?join the socialprotction.org online community: Social Protection for
Employment Communities (SPEC).This blog post is published in partnership with SPEC (Social Protection for Employment - Community) as part of the Social Protection for Employment series. Founded by Australia's DFAT and Germany's GIZ, SPEC promotes south-south learning on social protection for employment. The series presents contributions focused on social protection
and sustainable employment. Reference Department Public Works, South Africa (n.d.). Welcome to EPWP. Accessible: DFAT (2017). Guidance notes on options that link social protection to sustainable employment. Accessible: ... Henderson, S. (2017). Presentation on extended public works program (EPWP), social protection hub Jakarta. Accessible: ILO (2018).South Africa:
Expansion of public works programs. Accessible: jsessionid=Pnf_i-V99z3tBzZ2f6me0CbnwFRuBW_JHGbbGa9hgpGXWRcjPn3K!1588761716?resources.ressourceId=55007 McCode, A. (2017). The Role of Public Works in Addressing Poverty: Lessons from Recent Developments in Public Works Programming, Lawson D. Adot-Coffey L. and Hualme D. (ed.), what works for
Africa's poorest people?Accessible: A. (2012). Public works and social protection in sub-Saharan Africa. Is public works working for the poor?, United Nations University Presmacode, A (2012). Politics of Social Protection: Why Are Public Works Programs Popular with Governments and Donors?, ODI, UK, Accessible: African Urban Network (2017). State of extended public works
programs in South African cities 2016/17, Report of Extended Public Works Program Reference Group, Johannesburg: SACN. Samson, M. (2015). Assessment of EPWP implementation in the social sector: Phase II (2009/10-2013/14), accessible: Western Cape state government (2018). Expansion of public works programs (EPWP). Accessible:
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